Using Cognos Report Studio to update a database
Cognos Report Studio is very useful in scenarios where updating a database is
required. Follow the 5 detailed illustrated steps below to write to a database
using the power of the Cognos reporting tool - Cognos Report Studio.
1. Create a simple table in SQL Server.
2. Create a SQL Procedure to update a particular column per the user request.
3. Import the SQL Server table and procedure into framework and publish the
package.
4. Create 2 reports – a base report and a drill through report.
5. Display the updated column in the report.

10.2.2 has been available for just
over a year now, having been launched in October 2014. Cognos 10.2.2
offers many features to improve the user experience especially around ease
of use, greater efficiency, and quicker and easier deployment which enables
a faster time to value for the business.

1. Create a simple table in SQL Server

Insert rows into the above table as shown below :

2. Create a SQL Procedure to update a column per
the user request

3. Import the SQL Server table and procedure into
the framework and publish the package
After importing the table and stored procedure, make sure to edit the prompt
macro for both the ProductID and Comments variables as shown below :

For ProductID create a ?pProductID? prompt macro as shown below:

For Comments create a ?pComments? prompt macro as shown below:

Validate the macros by entering the relevant details in the below Prompt Values
window:

4. Create 2 reports: base report & drill through report
(a) Base Report - Main Product Report

The Update Comments column is a text item that will be used for a drill through
definition field to another table (Updated Comments Report).
When the above report is run the Comments column is empty as we have not
entered any comments yet. Please note if you entered the values for the
comments while validating in Framework Manager it will appear in the column below.

(b) Drill Down Report - Updated Comments Report
This data item ProductID and Comments is inserted into the list report from the
SaveComments (stored procedure) query subject.

A text box prompt is inserted in the prompt page of the report and is mapped to
the ?pComments? prompt macro in reference to Framework Manager. This will act as
a comment box for the user to comment and update the database comment field.

When the base report is run (Main Product Report) select the Writing Comments data
item to write the comment to that particular ProductID.
For example, for the ProductID 100 we are going to enter
Comment Updated by
Triangle in the comments field, and click Finish as shown below.

This will take the user to the drill down report displaying the updated comment
field.

5. Display the updated column in the report
Run the base report again and you will find the updated comment in this report
too, as shown below :

Software used:
•

IBM Cognos BI 10.2.2

•

IBM Cognos Framework Manager

•

Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio 2012

•

IBM Cognos Report Studio

If you have any questions or queries on the above guidance, please contact
Triangle Information Management ( www.triangleinformationmanagement.com)
for one of our expert business intelligence consultants to help you.

